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SWAN project develops local and transnational 
cooperation in the Balkan-Mediterranean 

region, among
industrial solid waste producers and 

potential solid waste re-users

Its implementation, will ensure the diversion 
of an important fraction of 
non-hazardous solid waste,

from further treatment or landfilling will 
contribute as well on saving raw materials, 

under the principles of 
circular economy and industrial symbiosis 

and will demonstrate 
circular economy good practices.
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S.W.A.N. DIGITAL ECOSYSTEM

The SWAN digital ecosystem will be 
designed with a standard “look and 
feel” to facilitate ease of use and 
software design simplification.

Each data base will act as a digital
observatory by registering solid
waste sources of the region’s
corresponding partner.
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Literature Based Technical Matching

For each industrial 
plant  in the region

Is the type of the 
plant in the DB of existing 

IS schemes

Has the industrial 
manager identified a 

potential match?

Is there such a potential 
partner in the region

Is there a match of
 its outputs with input of 

another industry?

Is there such a potential 
partner in the region

Yes

No

Yes

Yes

No

No

No

Add the pairing in 
the list of solutions

Add the pairing in 
the list of solutions

Add the pairing in 
the list of solutions

Interim List of 
Technically 
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Solutions
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START

END

Yes

Region Specific Technical Matching

For each 
combination in the 

list

Assess the temporal 
matching of the 

combination

Calculate the 
distance between 

source and receiver

Final List of 
Technically 
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Solutions

The SWAN platform 
algorithm

Mapping

Matching
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Algorithm N-Tier Application Architecture 
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SWAN databases
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Waste Management 

Administrators

Ministry of 
Environment

Regional 
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PESTLE will be used so that the SWAN 
project partners can identify the factors 
that may act as implementation barriers 

for the proposed solid waste reuse model 
in the Balkan region.
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Pilot project

The project implementation study
provides a generic tool for
decision makers, enhanced with a
flowchart to direct interested
stakeholders through the process
of preparing and submitting the
required documentation to public
authorities.

The guidance applies to both
new and existing storage
facilities that are modernized.
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•Saving non renewable resources by providing secondary materials 

•GHG abatement

•Reduce waste disposal

Benefits

•Industries will develop relevant strategies, quality specifications and standards for 
resource savings

•Waste producers and collectors will identify ways to recover value

•Job creation, ranging from IT support for the IT platform, to new SMEs that will enter 

the resulting waste management value chains

•Low cost waste management

Environmental

Financial

Social
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https://www.linkedin.com/in/s-w-a-n-
platform-4b91a4173

https://www.researchgate.net/project/SWAN-A-digital-
Solid-Waste-reuse-platform-for-Balkan

Web site: https://www.swan-interreg.com/

Information about SWAN project

https://www.swan-interreg.com/
https://www.swan-interreg.com/
https://www.swan-interreg.com/


Thank you for your attention!
Ευχαριστώ!


